A modified MC convolution method for integration extension of MC simulation is developed for finite photon beam with random shape of translational or rotational invariance, which is proven consistent with the conventional convolution extension of MC simulation for normal incident finite beam.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, photoacoustic (PA) imaging [1, 2] has been investigated intensively and been applied to in vivo imaging of tissue anatomy, tumors, burns, hemodynamic changes, and gene expression. Among all the existing PA imaging technologies, functional photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) has shown great potential in imaging subcutaneous structure and functions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It employs a dark-field illumination, where the excitation laser beam has a ring-shaped cross section, to avoid the reverberations due to overly strong PA signal generated from the skin surface. In addition, the optical-ultrasonic confocal geometry enables the weaker signal generated from deep structures can be detected with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by a high-sensitivity focused ultrasonic detector. Together with confocal microscopy, two-photon microscopy, and optical coherence tomography, PAM is considered as a high-resolution imaging modality as all of them can achieve a depth-to-resolution ratio greater than 100; however, PAM offers optical absorption contrast that is not available from other modalities.
In developing and optimizing PAM, two factors are critical to achieve a good SNR and avoid reverberation for highquality imaging. One is to keep the focal region of the acoustic transducer and weakly focused laser beam overlapping. In an optically turbid medium such as biological tissue, it is hard to implement because optical focusing is very inefficient beyond one transport mean free path in a turbid medium [8] . Another is to maximize the ratio of the fluence between the effective optical focal region and surface along the axis of the ultrasonic detection. An accurate model of light transport of dark-field confocal PAM is essential to understanding these two factors. The Monte Carlo (MC) method [9] [10] [11] [12] provides a flexible tool to model light transport in turbid media [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Previous Monte Carlo simulations with the focused beam configurations have mainly provided the understanding of the effects of scattering and absorption parameters and surface roughness on the fluence distribution with incident beam in the shape of solid cone [8, 17, 18] , although in these studies by tracking all of photon packages incident on the interface, the methods employed can be extended to the incident beam of arbitrary shape in principle. However in order to keep the statistical error from growing, the number of photon packages being tracked and computation burden have to explode as square as the size of illumination pattern. There are some existing accelerating methods designed to break the limits of the feature of square-increasing computation such as convolution [19] suitable to beam with illumination shape of translational invariance, scaling method [20] suitable to beam with invariant illumination shape and different sets of optical properties of media. But so far because of lack of an accelerating method suitable to beam with both translational and rotational invariance, to our knowledge, the systemic understanding of the effect of illumination pattern with large variation range of size and incident angle on the fluence distribution has remained a challenge. As to the case of darkfield confocal PAM, in process of imaging, as long as the sample is determined, the scattering and absorption optical parameters and surface roughness are fixed, how to position and adjust the conical lens to choose illumination pattern, specifically the form of obliquely incident annular beam to get the best imaging quality has been wrestling in the mind of experimenters. So in this paper, different with the previous studies, we developed a modified MC convolution method for integration extension of MC simulation breaking the limits of the feature of square-increasing computation and suitable to finite illumination beams with rotational and translational invariance, and applied the method focusing on the influences of the illumination patterns on fluence distribution and the two key factors in the case of dark-field confocal PAM.
METHODS

Invariance relation and integration method
Let's assume that the response of an oblique-incident pencil beam (Green's function) at the origin of a coordinate system is ) , , ( z r G p θ in a cylindrical coordinate system and
in a Cartesian coordinate system. The Green's function is acquired from codes modified from the standard Monte Carlo simulation as detailed in [9] which can be obtained by one baseline run of MCML simulation. The impulse pencil beam is incident in the x-z plane and the surface medium is in the x-y plane. For the same impulse input, there is transformational invariance relation between two expressions of Green's functions as follows For the pencil beam rotating an angle θ ′ along the z axis as shown in Figure 1a , the green functions for the responses obey the rotational invariance relation written as For the pencil beam translating in the xy plane with no change of incident angle, the green functions for the responses keep the translational invariance relation which is just convolution relation of MC simulation. In the situation shown in Figure 1b , after rotating an angle θ ′ , the pencil beam further translates a distance r′ along x′ axis, the translational invariance here can be described as
Combining Eq. 3 with Eq. 1, the invariance relation after rotating and translating from origin to site ) , 
Beam with the shape of only parallel translation
In this case, there is no change of incident direction at the illumination interface as shown in Figure 2a . The translational invariance relation can be written as 
The response for the beam with the shape of only translational invariance can be obtained through integrating the distribution function
around the illumination area S as follows,
If the beam is incident normally to the surface, p G is cylindrically symmetric. Thus, Eq. 8 can be simplified as
which is the same as the convolution formula given [19] .
Beam with the shape of both rotation along the normal of the interface and translation
In this case, the incident direction changes at the different site of the interface but keeping a constant angle with the normal of the interface as shown in Figure 2b . Utilizing the rotational and translational invariance relations as presented in Eq. 4, combined with the Eqs. 1 and 5, the response for the beam with the shape of both rotation along the normal of the interface and translation can be expressed as 
Beam in dark-field confocal PAM
In the case of dark-field confocal PAM, the laser beam profile is cylindrically symmetrical while keeping the rotational and translational invariance as shown in Figure 2c , so only the response along the positive x axis needs to be integrated, namely,
With the reference of Eq. 11 and Eq. 1, the response expression of Eq. 10 can be simplified as
Here it should be noted that 
SAMPLE SIMULATION
In this section, we will present some sample runs of integration extension of MC simulation for the beam in dark-field confocal PAM. A two-layered skin model was assumed with optical properties listed in Table 1 . The refractive indices for the top and bottom ambient media are 1.33 on account of water usually used as the acoustic coupler between the acoustic transducer and target tissue in dark-field confocal PAM. The Green's function for the baseline pencil beam was acquired from codes modified from the well-known MCML program, as detailed in [9] . The grid size along all axes is 0.005cm. The number of grid elements in the x, y and z directions are 400, 200 and 200 respectively. The baseline beam is incident at the origin and in the xz plane with its response symmetric with respect to xz plane, so 200 grid elements along the y axis only cover the range from -0.01 mm to 0.99 cm. The number of photon packets traced is 30 million. In numerical solution for Eqs 8 and 12, a 2D linear algorithm for interpolation and an adaptive Simpson algorithm for quadrature are assumed with the integration tolerance of 0.0001. In the first place, a normal incident circular flat beam with an energy intensity 1mJ/cm 2 at the illuminated surface and a radius of 0.2cm was adopted to check the internal consistency between the conventional convolution and integration extension to MC simulation. Because of the cylindrical symmetry of the fluence distribution of baseline pencil beam in this case, the conventional convolution with Eqs. 8 and integration extension with Eq. 12 are both suitable to calculate the total response of the finite beam. The result of conventional convolution acquired from the published CONV program [19] and that of integration extension in our calculations have been proven identical and shown in Figure 3a .
The fluence profile has a top-hat shape with only high peak in the center of bright field near the surface and then diffuses and deceases rapidly out of the illuminated area along r and z directions. The response of fluence for the obliquely and cylindrical-symmetrically finite beam typical in dark-field confocal PAM with 45 degree incident angle, 1.5mm inner radius for dark-field, 3.5 mm outer radius for bright-field and an energy intensity 1mJ/cm 2 at the illuminated surface was calculated using integration extension with Eq. 12 and shown in Figure  3b . The interesting point is that different from top-hat shape in the case of circular flat beam, the fluence profile in this case has a saddle-like shape with highest peak in the bright field and low valley near the surface and a second rise in the center of dark field. We define the position of the maximum in the second rise as the effective optical focus of the laser beam in the media, and analyze the relations of the positions of effective optical foci and geometrical optical foci of the incident laser beams and ratios of fluence at the focus and surface of the media in various conditions. Figure 3c and 3d show the fluence distribution and its contour view along the x-z plane for the obliquely half angular finite beam with 45 degree incident angle, 1.5mm inner radius for dark-field, 3.5 mm outer radius for bright-field and an energy intensity 1mJ/cm 2 at the illuminated surface. We can see that the peak of fluence appears far from the origin center of illumination area, so it belongs to a kind of dark-field illumination. With the increase of the depth, the fluence diffuses to the central region. Video 1 gives the contour view of the fluence distribution along the x-y plane and its propagation with the increase of the depth. We can see that the shape near the surface is half angular, just similar to the illumination pattern, with the increase of the depth the shape of fluence distribution turns into ellipse.
Video 4. The movie shows the contour view of fluence distribution along the x-y plane and its propagation with the increase of the depth for the obliquely half angular finite beam with 45 degree incident angle and 1.5mm inner radius for darkfield and 3.5 mm outer radius for bright-field. http://dx.doi.org/ Figure 3e indicates the dimensionless internal fluence as a function of depth z for the oblique baseline pencil beam with 45 degree incident angle which is just similar with that of the normal incident impulse beam in the previous simulations [9] . But from the contour view of fluence distribution of the pencil beam at the depth z=0.2cm shown in Figure 3f , the location of the peak fluence shifted from the origin along the x axis by a distance less than 0.04 cm. In comparison, the geometric shift should be 0.2 cm at the same depth in an optically clear medium. These facts suggest that in PAM the positions of the effective optical focus and the geometrical optical focus will differ from each other conspicuously in deep tissue.
DISCUSSION
In the case of dark-field confocal PAM, the laser beam from the fiber passes through a conical lens to form a ring-shaped illumination pattern which is weakly focused into the tissue with the focal region coaxially overlapping the transducer focus inside the tissue. In the measurement, the relative position between the transducer and conical lens is fixed, but the distance between them and tissue can be honed to make the interested area at specific depth be imaged with highest SNR. This situation has been simulated with the obliquely and cylindrical-symmetrically incident finite beam with a moving inner radius of 0~3mm for dark field and constant beam width of 1.5mm for bright field and incident angle of 45 degree. Figure 4a presents the fluences at the focus and surface as a function of inner radius. Instead of keeping a constant total energy of finite beam, a constant energy intensity 1mJ/cm 2 at the illuminated surface is assumed here. Taking into account the total energy is limited by the safety regulations and American National Standard Institute safety standard for the fluence is 20mJ/cm 2 in the visible spectrum [21] , the assumption is reasonable and makes no difference to the results on ratio of fluences at the focus and surface as a function of inner radius shown in Figure 4b and the position of fluence foci as a function of inner radius shown in Figure 4c . Besides a little peak around 0.02 cm inner radiuses, the ratio of fluences at the focus and surface increases linearly with the inner radius, suggesting the large inner radius more advantageous to image at the fluence focus. The position of fluence foci deepens linearly with the increase of the inner radius. It is important to note that the center of the geometrical optical focus ranges from 0.075 to 0.375cm with the increase of inner radius, almost twice as deep as the effective optical focus in the conditions herein. So aligning geometrical optical focus with the ultrasonic focus in an optically clear medium doesn't warrant that the effective optical focus will accurately overlap with the acoustic focus in tissue. Our simulation may be helpful to determine where the ultrasonic focus should be placed to maximize SNR in tissue imaging. Another issue in the application of dark-field confocal PAM is which orientation of conical lens should be designed to get the best image. This situation has been simulated with the obliquely and cylindrical-symmetrically incident finite beam with 1mm inner radius for dark-field and 2.5 mm outer radius for bright-field and incident angle ranging from 0 to 89 degree. Figure 5a presents the fluences at the effective optical focus and surface as a function of incident angle. Again a constant energy intensity 1mJ/cm 2 at the illuminated surface is assumed and the assumption doesn't affect the results on ratio of fluences at the focus and surface as a function of incident angle shown in Figure 5b and the position of effective optical foci as a function of incident angle shown in Figure 5c . Although a maximum fluence is reached at the effective optical focus at an incident angle of 35 degrees, angles between 30-50 degrees show almost the same fluence level (±3%). At an incident angle of ~5 degree, nearly normal incident angle provides best ratio of fluences at the focus and surface. The ratio decreases no more than 20% with the increase of the incident angle, and the position of fluence foci changes little from 0.07 to 0.05cm in depth. Interestingly, the simulation indicates that incident angle makes little difference to image in dark-field confocal PAM and a smaller incident angle may be a little more advantageous to imaging quality, the depth of fluence focus is almost stable which can be obtained by MC simulation with integration extension in advance and apparently away from the geometrical optical focus. 
CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, a modified MC convolution method for integration extension of MC simulation is developed for finite photon beam with random shape of translational and rotational invariance, which is proven consistent with the conventional convolution of MC simulation for normal incident finite beam.
The method is applied to analyze the positions of effective optical foci and ratios of fluence at the focus and surface which are two key factors in the application of dark-field confocal PAM.
Taken together, the fluence distribution in dark-field confocal PAM has the following features: (1) The fluence profile has a saddle-like shape, the optical fluence is significantly reduced on the skin surface that is directly below the ultrasonic detector compared with bright-field illumination, thereby reducing the chances for reverberation; (2) Besides a little peak near zero inner radius, the ratio of fluences at the focus and surface increases linearly with the inner radius, suggesting the larger dark field leads to a higher imaging contrast.; (3) The position of effective optical foci deepens linearly with the increase of the inner radius, suggesting that to get a high quality image of deeper target, the dark-field with larger size is more beneficial. But the position of optical effective foci are far away from the foci of geometrical laser beam, so aligning the foci of geometrical laser beam and acoustic transducer doesn't guarantee that effective optical focus is accurately overlapping with the acoustic focus. An MC simulation with integration extension in advance maybe helpful to determine where the acoustic focus should be to maximize SNR in tissue imaging; (4) incident angle makes little difference to ratio of fluences at the focus and surface and a smaller incident angle may be slightly improve imaging quality. In terms of the highest fluence at the effective optical focus, an incident angle between 30-50 degrees is optimal; (5) the depth of fluence focus is insensitive to the incident angle.
